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Our Programs 

MPA Individual Private Lessons are designed to be a 30 minute, once weekly 
lesson.  Lessons are custom tailored to meet the needs of each student based 
on the students present ability and goals.  We teach Guitar, Bass, Drums, Piano, 
Ukulele, Mandolin, Voice, Music Technology, and Recording Engineering and 
more. 

MPA Music Technology/Recording program is paired with our sister recording 
studio Echo Lounge.  Weekly Lessons exclusively in music technology and 
recording.  Learn how to program drums, produce sounds, signal flow, edit 
audio, and manipulate the audio spectrum with the various audio tools 
professionals use in their workflow for audio and film production. Students will 
participate in recording projects and also gain access to the Echo Lounge 
Studios Studio B Audio Lab for individual lab time. 

The Recording Artist program is paired with our sister recording studio Echo 
Lounge.  Each student has a 30 minute weekly lesson.  2 Lessons per month are 
instrument lessons, while the other 2 lessons are lessons on recording 
engineering and music production.   

All MPA Students get access to our music business seminars and special guest 
events at a 10% discounted price. 

Discovery Course 

  Our "Discovery" course allows 
students a flexible entry by 
allowing them to grow into an 
instrument that resonates with 
them.  Our Discovery Course is 
30 to 60 days in length and 
introduces students of all ages 
and abilities to a variety of 
instruments so they have more 
opportunity, flexibility and 
confidence when choosing their 
primary instrument course of 
study. 

Music Technology 

This program is paired with our 
sister recording studio Echo 
Lounge.  Weekly Lessons 
exclusively in music technology 
and recording.  Learn how to 
program drums, produce 
sounds, signal flow, edit audio, 
and manipulate the audio 
spectrum with the various audio 
tools professionals use in their 
workflow. Students will 
participate in recording projects 
and also gain access to the Echo 
Lounge Studios Studio B Audio 
Lab for individual lab time. 
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